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The following is a KSCO commentary. Here is Kay Zwerling:

These are two random thoughts. One is Donald Trump’s, and one is mine, and I will read
mine first.

Random thought #1: Isn’t it true that sanctuary cities are U.S. cities which have national
government approval to break the laws which our Congress passed for the betterment and
sensible running of our Country?

But something is wrong with that interpretation of sanctuary cities. Truth be told, while
our federal government makes laws so that our Country can function logically – they turn
around and give certain American cities permission to break those very laws passed by our
Congress to run the Country smoothly – or, rather, logically.

So, what is right – can we break the national laws, or do we observe them?

For your logical information – it appears that all the large important U.S. cities like New
York, Chicago, San Francisco, Los Angeles, etc. – I believe there are close to 100 sanctuary
cities – they are all full of illegals who are breaking our laws, legally.

Is this a stupid joke?

Why does our federal government condone and approve of the existence of sanctuary
cities which apparently exist to break our national laws?! What kind of stupidity comes from our
Country who wants to have it both ways?!
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And now for random thought #2: Donald Trump explains Obamacare. Let me get this straight.
We are being gifted with a healthcare plan we are forced to purchase and fined if we do not,
which purportedly covers at least ten million more people without adding a single new doctor,
but provides for 60,000 new IRS agents, written by a committee whose chairman says he does
not understand it, and it is passed by a Congress that did not even read it, but exempted
themselves from it, and it is signed by a dumbo President who smokes – with funding
administered by a Treasury Chief who did not pay his taxes – for which we will be taxed for four
years before any benefits take affect by a government which has already bankrupted Social
Security and Medicare – all to be overseen by a surgeon general who is obese, and financed by
a Country that is broke. What in the world could possibly go wrong?

For KSCO, this is Kay Zwerling.
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